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ABSTRACT
Objective. To assess the diagnostic
performance of 11 commercial PR3and MPO-ANCA ELISA systems (direct, capture and high sensitive [hs]
ELISA).
Methods. Sera from 90 patients with
AAV (GPA, MPA and CSS) and 20 disease controls (SLE; RA) and healthy
individuals were tested for the presence
of ANCA by IFT and by different ELISAs for the presence of PR3-and MPOANCA, respectively. Furthermore, the
binding capacity of the IUIS-CDC reference sera for PR3-/MPO-ANCA in different commercial assays was analysed.
Results. Commercial ELISA kits for
PR3-ANCA differed moderately in their
sensitivity (from 45% to 62.5%). The
highest sensitivity for PR3-ANCA was
obtained with hs ELISA (kit A) and capture ELISA (kit N). Testing for MPOANCA the highest sensitivity (85%) was
obtained with direct ELISA (kit D and
I). Speciﬁcity was high in all kits. Only
three PR3-ANCA commercial kits and
three MPO-ANCA kits produced binding at the expected value for the IUISCDC reference sera (100 U/ml). In all
of the kits, serial dilutions of the reference sera did not yield linearity.
Conclusion. Second (capture) and
third (high sensitivity) generation PR3ANCA ELISA kits are superior to conventional ELISAs. Direct and capture
MPO-ANCA ELISAs showed a good
overall performance in all kits. Most of
the kits have not been standardised to
allow their results to be compared.
Introduction
The detection of antineutrophil cytoplasmatic antibodies (ANCA) directed
against proteinase 3 (PR3-ANCA) and
myeloperoxidase (MPO-ANCA) is an
important ﬁnding support the diagnosis
of of granulomatosis with polyangiiS-66

tis (GPA Wegener’s) (1), microscopic
polyangiitis (MPA) and Churg-StraussSyndrome (CSS) (2) in the correct
clinical context. Consensus guidelines
currently recommend an immunoﬂuorescence test (IFT) together with an
ELISA to detect the ANCA-pattern and
the target antigen (3).
Recently, several studies suggested that
the sensitivity of capture and high sensitive (hs) ELISA (such as anchor ELISAs and other third generation ELISAs)
are superior to conventional ELISA and
even to IFT (4-6). Conventional ELISAs using PR3 directly immobilised to
the surface of the ELISA plate, show
great variations in performance and often lack sensitivity (4). To reduce the
covering of possible epitopes by the
plastic plate, capture ELISA has been
developed and is superior in overall
diagnostic performance compared to
direct ELISA, however, the sensitivity
of capture ELISA may also be reduced
by the capturing antibodies, which may
hide relevant epitopes (4). In the ongoing search to optimise the detection
of PR3-ANCA, novel assays such as
high sensitivity ELISAs have been developed with promising results (5-7).
Furthermore, all commercial kits apply
arbitrary units and show a great variability in ANCA binding (8). Therefore,
it has been demanded to standardise
assays in order to allow ANCA kits results to be directly compared (8).
This study evaluates the diagnostic performance of 11 commercial PR3- and
MPO-ANCA ELISA systems (direct,
capture and high sensitivity ELISA)
with respect to performance (sensitivity/speciﬁcity) and standardisation.
Patients and methods
Patients
Generalised GPA patients and all CSS
patients fulﬁlled the American College
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of Rheumatology classiﬁcation criteria
(9, 10). Patients with localised GPA
were deﬁned as previously described
(11, 12) and all of them had at least one
biopsy specimen compatible with GPA.
MPA patients fulﬁlled the Chapel Hill
Consensus Deﬁnitions (13). AAV patients were stratiﬁed according to disease activity (active disease vs. remission) as previously described (14) and
assessed by BVAS, version3 (15). Sera
from 90 from patients with AAV (GPA:
n=40, n= 20 with localised GPA, n=20
with generalised GPA, ten of each disease group with active disease [BVAS
≥3, median BVAS: 10 in generalised
GPA, 6.5 in localised GPA], and ten
of each group in remission/response
[BVAS:<3, median BVAS: 0 in generalised GPA, 0.5 in localised GPA];
MPA: n=40, twenty of whom with active disease, median BVAS:10, twenty
with inactive disease, median BVAS:0;
CSS: n=10, ﬁve with active disease,
median BVAS: 9, ﬁve with inactive disease, median BVAS: 0) and 20 disease
controls (n=10 with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), n=5 with rheumatoid
arthritis (RA), with additional rheumatoid vasculitis and ﬁve healthy controls
were analysed. This study was carried
out according to the 1997 Declaration
of Helsinki of the World Medical Association and has been approved by the
ethics committee of the University of
Schleswig-Holstein, Campus Lübeck.
ANCA-detection
Ten manufacturers of ANCA kits agreed
to participate and kits were provided
by manufactures without charge and
without restriction on their use. Assays
were performed as recommended by
the manufacturer’s instructions. Indirect IFT on ethanol- and formalin-ﬁxed
leukocytes was performed as previously described (4, 5). To assess binding of ANCA, the International Union
of Immunologic Societies-Centres for
Disease Control (IUIS-CDC) reference
sera for PR3-ANCA and MPO-ANCA
were used. The reference sera were diluted as recommend by the IUIS-CDC
(to produce a value equivalent to 100
U/l) and serial dilutions were tested.
The test results were expressed in the
individual kit units.

Table I. Sensitivity (%) of in house IFT and individual PR3-ANCA and MPO-ANCA
ELISA kits.
IFT
PR3-ANCA

62.5

MPO-ANCA 82.5

A

B

62.5* 60*

70

82.5

G

L

N

60* 60** 62.5**

75

80**

80**

D

F

52.5 55
85

82.5

I
45

85

J
60*

75*

K

M

52.5 55
75

62.5

*PR3-ANCA kits A, B, G and J and MPO-ANCA kits J are high sensitivity ELISAs. **PR3-ANCA and
MPO-ANCA ELISA kits L and N are capture ELISAs.

Fig. 1. Binding of the IUIS-CDC reference serum for PR3-ANCA by commercial PR3-ANCA ELISA
kits. Only kits F, K and M bound at the expected value of 100 U/l.

Fig. 2. Binding of the IUIS-CDC reference serum for MPO-ANCA by commercial MPO-ANCA
ELISA kits. Kits A, F and K bound at the expected value of 100 U/l. Kit M produced binding close to
the expected value.
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Statistical analysis
Sensitivities and speciﬁcities were calculated by 2x2 tables. For speciﬁcities,
all SLE, RA and healthy control samples were analysed together.
Results
In the disease control group, PR3ANCA was detected in one of the sera
by kits D, I and F and no MPO-ANCA
was detected in these sera. Additionally,
ﬁve healthy controls were analysed. In
all tests, these controls yielded negative
test results when tested for PR3-ANCA
and MPO-ANCA, respectively. PR3ANCA ELISA kits displayed a speciﬁcity of 100% in kits A, B, D, G, L and
N. PR3-ANCA ELISA kits F, I, J, K and
M showed a speciﬁcity of 95%. MPOELISA kits yielded a speciﬁcity of
100% for all kits except for kit B (95%).
Speciﬁcity of the IFT was 100%.
Sensitivity varied among the different PR3-ANCA commercial kits and
was dependent on the ELISA type. The
conventional PR3-ANCA displayed
lower sensitivities compared to IFT
(62.5%) capture ELISA (kits L, N) and
high-sensitivity (hs) ELISAs (kits A,
B, G, J). IFT and the hs ELISAs kit A
and capture kit N performed best with
respect to sensitivity (62.5%) followed
by hs ELISA kits B, G and J, and capture ELISA kit L (60%) (Table I).
MPO-ANCA ELISA tests yielded sensitivities between 62.5% (kit M) and
85% (kits D and I), both of the latter
were conventional direct ELISAs. IFT
and kits B and F (direct MPO-ANCAELISAs) also displayed a high sensitivity (82.5%) followed by the two
capture MPO-ELISAs (kits L and N)
which had sensitivities of 80%. The hs
MPO-ANCA ELISA kit J had a sensitivity of 75%.
With respect to ANCA binding, only
three of the PR3-ANCA ELISAs (kits
F, K and M, all direct ELISAs) and
three of the MPO-ANCA ELISAs (kits
A, F and K) bound at the expected value
of the international standard (100 U/l).
Additionally, one of the MPO-ANCA
ELISA kits (kit M) produced binding
close to the expected value (Figs. 1-2).
Serial dilutions showed poor linearity
in all PR3-ANCA ELISAs and MPOANCA ELISAs (data not shown).

Discussion
Previous studies suggest that conventional ELISAs have a great variation
in their overall performance and often
lack sensitivity. Performance was improved by second generation (capture)
ELISAs (4) and third generation (high
sensitivity) PR3-ANCA ELISAs which
showed even more promising results
with a substantial increase in sensitivity
and speciﬁcity in AAV patients (5-7).
In this study, the performance of high
sensitivity (anchor and other third
generation assay), capture and direct
ANCA ELISAs was directly compared
for the ﬁrst time. We conﬁrm high
sensitivity rates for high sensitivity
PR3-ANCA ELISA kits and capture
PR3-ANCA ELISA kits but there was
no superiority of high sensitivity kits
compared to capture kits. Furthermore,
in this study the overall performance of
the high sensitivity PR3-ANCA ELISA
kits was lower compared to previous
studies with high-sensitivity ELISAs
(5-7) which may be due to the smaller number of samples tested in this
study. IFT yielded comparable results,
whereas the sensitivity of conventional
PR3-ANCA ELISAs was lower. With
respect to MPO-ANCA ELISAs, we
could not demonstrate a superiority of
capture and hs ELISA kits compared to
conventional ELISA kits. In general,
all MPO-ANCA ELISA kits and IFT
had an excellent performance regarding sensitivity.
Moreover, we assessed the commercial ANCA ELISA kits with respect to
standardisation. Only three kits each
of the PR3-ANCA and MPO-ANCA
ELISAs bound on the expected value
of the international standard. Serial dilutions performed according to the instructions of the manufacturers did not
display linearity. Therefore, in spite of
the demand for standardisation (5) the
results of the different test kits are still
not comparable which results in persistent problems in data interpretation
of different test kits/laboratories.
To conclude, we demonstrate that second and third generation PR3-ANCA
ELISA kits are superior to conventional ELISAs. Further studies need
to evaluate whether third generation
(high sensitivity) PR3-ANCA ELIS-68

SAs are superior to second generation
(capture) PR3-ANCA ELISAs. MPOANCA ELISAs showed a good overall
performance in all kits. There is urgent
need for the standardisation of commercial assays in order to make test results
directly comparable.
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